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Introduction
Multinational Enterprises (MNEs):
• Intangible assets located everywhere.
• Access to multiple heterogeneous tax locations (via subsidiaries).

MNEs can assign assets in a more ‘profitable’ way:
→Breaking link between value creation and value declaration.
→Mismeasurement of MNEs activities and contribution to GDP in their resident
countries.
Guneven et al. (2017) on US MNEs re-allocating profits:
• “Missing” $ 3.6 trillion of GDP, 1994-2014.
• 1.5 percentage point to cumulative productivity growth.

Introduction
This paper:
• Applies insights from Guneven et al. (2017) to the UK context.
• Focuses on both UK and non-UK MNEs operating in the UK.
• Detailed country and industry breakdown of “losers” and “winners” of offshore
profit shifting, 2007-2017.

Results overview:
→2017: UK, net winner. GBP 41 billion (1.91% of UK GDP).
→2007: UK, net loser. GBP – 28 billion.
→Major contributors (2017): Crude petroleum and natural gas: mining of metal ores;
telecommunications, pharmaceuticals; coke and refined petroleum products.

Data
ORBIS Financial Dataset

ORBIS Ownership Links Dataset

Industry - Global financials and ratio USD
• All industrial firms: both manufacturing and
non-manufacturing.
• Financial firms (banks, insurance companies)
excluded.
• Around 200 countries. European countries,
better represented.
• Variables: balance sheet items, income
statement items and some derivative financial
ratios.

Links (year)
• Information on the links between a firm and
its owner(s) (shareholder(s)) in each year.
• Types of relation:
○ Simple shareholder
○ Domestic ultimate owner
○ Global ultimate owner
• More than one observation per firm,
depending on number of owners.
• Records percentage of ownership per firm's
owner.
• Distinguishes if firms' owner is a corporation:
bank, financial, insurance or industrial
company.

Source: ORBIS

Source: ORBIS

Data
Variables retained from the ORBIS
financial dataset:
• Fixed assets (intangible, tangible, others).
• Liabilities (current, non-current, longterm debt).
• Number and costs of employees.

• Operating revenue (turnover).
• Interest, costs of goods sold, operating
profits and losses.
• Financial revenues and expenses.
• Financial profits and losses before taxes.

Data Cleaning, Matching and Processing
Objective:
• To construct a panel dataset merging balance sheet data with ownership links of all
subsidiaries belonging to multinational enterprises (MNEs) with any presence in the
UK, for the 2007-2017 period.

To have in mind:
→We started with data on UK firms from 2007 and 2017.
→After gaining confidence on the data, we proceeded with years in between and the rest
of countries.

Data Cleaning, Matching and Processing
Balance Sheet Data: Relevant Variables
• Apart from those mentioned earlier…
• bvdidnumber: firm’s identification code.
• Firm account’s closing year, month and
day.
• Consolidation code.
• Account’s type of filing.
• Number of months covered by account.
• Original currency, units and exchange
rate.

Processing per Country/Year
IndustryGlobal_financials_and_ratios-USD

Harmonising variables names: removing
uppercases and underscores

closingdate: extracting day, month and year
of firm's account closure

Dropping irrelevant variables

IndustryGlobal_financials_and_ratios
-USD (compressed)
Own elaboration

Data Cleaning, Matching and Processing
Consolidation Codes:
• C1: consolidated account (mother +
subsidiaries) w/o unconsolidated.
• C2: consolidated account w/ unconsolidated.

Some Statistics – UK:
• 90% observations correspond to U1 accounts.
• Most AR-based accounts are C1.

• Closing month (UK, 2017): Over 40%
• U1: unconsolidated account (only the firm
accounts closed in March (24.11%) or
concerned) w/o consolidated.
December (17.93%).
• U2: unconsolidated account w/ consolidated. • Number of months covered:
• Over 90% accounts cover 12 months (2007 and
Account’s Types of Filing:
2017).
• AR: annual report.
• Between 3% and 6% cover more than a year.

• LRF: local registry filing.

• Accounts covering 12 months make up to 96.66%
of total turnover in 2017 (94.64% in 2007).

Data Cleaning, Matching and Processing
Balance Sheet Data – Dropping Duplicates
“Go-backwards” strategy, examining duplicates across levels of disaggregation, until
getting to one observation per firm-year.
Main sources of duplicates:
• Account’s closing day
latest day preferred.
• Number of months covered
most months preferred.
• Type of filing

AR accounts preferred.

• Account’s closing month
latest month preferred.
• Consolidation code (most cumbersome source)
C1 preferred over C2, and U1
preferred over U2.

Data Cleaning, Matching and Processing
Ownership Data: Parents and Affiliates
• One dataset per country/year.
• Up to 11 observations per subsidiary.

Main types of ownership:
• GUO25: global ultimate owner, minimum 25% ownership.
• GUO50: global ultimate owner, minimum 50% ownership.
• GUO25C: corporate global ultimate owner, minimum 25% ownership.
• GUO50C: corporate global ultimate owner,, minimum 50% ownership.

Data Cleaning, Matching and Processing
Ownership Data: Parents and Affiliates
Links_Subsidiary

Harmonising variables names:
removing uppercases and
underscores.

Up to 11 observations per
subsidiary

Keeping only observations
reporting global ultimate owners
(GUO)

Up to 4 observations per
subsidiary

Checking for discrepancies between
totalonlyfigures and guo variables

Filling blanks in guo variables
when necessary

Filling missing values for
directonlyfigures and
totalonlyfigures

Up to 4 observations per
subsidiary with all information
available

Keeping one observation per
subsidiary (main objective)

Further cleaning steps

Dropping subsidiaries owned by
individuals (guo50 = guo25c = "")

Parents-affiliatesyear-cleaned
Own elaboration

Extracting the ownership
link's recording year

Dropping irrelevant variables

Renaming firm ID's variable

Generating variable year

Aim: to facilitate merger

Data Cleaning, Matching and Processing
Merging Industry Balance Sheet Panel with Ownership
• Two final datasets for the UK (2006-2007 and 2016-2017)
• Replicate the whole process for the other countries in ORBIS data.

Crossing Information Across Countries
• From the UK merged dataset, keep the list of GUO50C parent companies.
• Merge this list with the merged panels of each country (iteration across countries).
• Final Result: appended panels of firms from all over the world, belonging to MNEs
with any presence in the UK, 2006-2007 and 2016-2017.
• Replicate the process for 2008-2009, 2010-2011, 2012-2013 and 2014-2015.

Apportionment Rule
Objective:
• To investigate how the profit distribution within each MNE group would be if profits
were linked to local economic activity.
Apportionment Factors:
→Operating revenue (turnover).
→Cost of employees (for robustness).
Limitations:
→We only work with unconsolidated accounts within each MNE group. Parent
companies, usually filing only consolidated accounts, are discarded.

→However, U1 accounts: 89.4% of MNE’s C1 fixed assets, 54.8% of revenues, 28.3%
of operating profits, and 58.3% of financial profits before taxes (2017).
→Evidence of profit shifting from MNE parents to subsidiaries before taxes.

Apportionment Rule
For each subsidiary i belonging to MNE j, we retrieve:
• Profits before taxes: 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑖
• Aggregate MNE j profits: 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑗 = Σ𝑖∈𝑗 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑖
• Re-assign profits across subsidiaries i, based on revenue shares within MNE groups j:
𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑖
𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 = (Σ 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 )
𝑖∈𝑗

𝑖

• Counterfactual profits before taxes: 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑐𝑖 = 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑖

✓Aggregate counterfactuals per location country. So, for the UK: 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑐𝑈𝐾 = Σ𝑖∈𝑈𝐾 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑐𝑖
✓Compare with actual UK aggregate PBT: 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑈𝐾 = Σ𝑖∈𝑈𝐾 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑖

If 𝑷𝑩𝑻𝑼𝑲 > 𝑷𝑩𝑻𝒄𝑼𝑲

UK, Net Winner

Main Results
Indicator (U1 accounts only)

UK (GBP)

Global (GBP)

Sales (2017)

2,658 billion

19,140 billion

Operating Profits (2017)

189 billion

881 billion

Profits Before Taxes (2017)

499 billion

1,495 billion

PBT – OP (2017)

310 billion

614 billion

PBT – OP (2007)

307 billion

612 billion

• PBT – OP > 0
MNEs transfer profits from parents to subsidiaries.
• How would PBTs be counterfactually distributed across companies (countries), if
profits proportional to sales?

Main Results - UK
Indicator (U1 accounts only)

2007 (GBP)

2017 (GBP)

𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑈𝐾

83 billion

499 billion

𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑐𝑈𝐾

107 billion

458 billion

𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑈𝐾 − 𝑃𝐵𝑇𝑐𝑈𝐾

-24 billion

41 billion (1.91% of UK GDP)

Profit-shifting result

Net loser

Net winner

General countries’ results (2017):
• Top winners: Netherlands, UK and Luxembourg.
• Top losers: Singapore, Belgium and Italy.

Main Results - UK
• 8,000 - 9,500 MNE groups
operating in the UK.
• 16% - 20% owned by a UK
parent.

Main Results - UK
• Positive balance of around
GBP 40 billions since 2009.
• Profit-shifting reversed in
2009, from a losing to a
winning position.

Main Results - UK
• UK-owned MNE groups are
the main drivers of positive
balances since 2009.

Main Results – Industry Patterns UK (2017)
Top 5 Contributors (2-digit NACE Rev 2):
• Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas: GBP 7.744 billion.
• Mining of metal ores: GBP 6.842 billion.
• Telecommunications: GBP 6.364 billion.
• Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations: GBP 6.188
billion.
• Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products: GBP 5.883 billion.
Bottom 3 Contributors:
• Financial service activities: GBP -8.775 billion.
• Manufacture of basic metals: GBP -3.681 billion.
• Manufacture of machinery and equipment: GBP -2.181 billion.

Robustness Checks
• Missing data: 2017 ownership links with 2016 balance sheet data, and so forth.
o

UK still net winner in 2017: GBP 25 billion.

• Apportionment by cost of employees.
o

•

Only U1 accounts belonging to a MNE holding a C1 account.
o

o

•

UK net winner in 2017: GBP 69 billion.
UK net loser in 2007: GBP -13 billion.

Crown Dependencies and branches.
o

•

UK net loser in 2017: GBP -5.7 billion.

UK still net winner in 2017: GBP 38 billion.

Special Purpose Entities (SFP) and Family Trusts (FT).
o

Not possible to identify them at ORBIS.

Conclusions
• Global distribution of profits declared by MNEs operating in the UK, using ORBIS data.
• Unconsolidated accounts of firms belonging to corporate GUOs (2007-2017).
• MNEs operating in the UK reported in 2017 GBP 41 billion more (1.91% of UK GDP)
than they would have if profits allocated across companies based on revenues.
• UK moved from a net losing to winning position from 2007 to 2017, mainly through profits
from UK-owned MNEs.
• Further research:
• Study comparability of MNEs data from ORBIS to more standard national account sources.
• Experiment with ownership degrees by corporate GUOs: 10%, 25%, etc.

Thank You!
Giordano Mion and Manuel Tong
28th January, 2021
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